
SCP-AC Meeting 

Monday, August 17, 2020 : 2:00-3:30 PM 

  

 

Jason Dezember (UCB), TJ Kao (UCD), Sarah Wallbank (UCI), Kevin Balster (UCLA)  Sarah Sheets (UCM), Yoko 

Kudo (UCR), Liz Miraglia (UCSD), Cat Lu (UCSF), Elaine McCracken (UCSB), Marcia Barrett (UCSC), Shi Deng 

(UCSD/SCP Ex Officio) 

 

Recorder - Liz Miraglia 

 

Absence: Becky Culbertson (UCSD/SCP Ex Officio) 

 

Announcements (All) 

New Berkeley member - Jason Dezember, Head of Electronic and Continuing Resources (out today but will be 

at the September meeting) 

 

 

 

Updates from SILS Phase 4 Groups 

Resource Management Functional Group (Liz) 

 Wrapped up configuration recommendations 

 Reviewing a test plan template and hopefully finalizing this week 

 Next week finalizing a test plan and setting some priorities 

 September will be off to the races with testing  

 

 

Acquisitions & E-Resource Functional Group (Sarah Sheets) 

 Reviewing configuration forms 

 Going over what to test, using ILSDC spreadsheet 

 Still reviewing items for harmonization 

 

ILS Data Cleanup Group (TJ)  

 Working hard on the testing scenarios and compiling spreadsheet (now at patron data group) 

  Focus on migrated data and testing migrated data, does not include functionality  

 

SCP SILS Phase 4 Update (Shi) 

 Discussing how to build cases and what to test, including migrated data and assessing cleanup and 

workflows 



 CDL ERT group discussed Vanguard testing and how to work together and  

Mapping collections b/t SCP data and SFX load, there is not always a 1:1 match 

 

SCP Updates (Shi) 

 Kate sent another round of Phase 2 records (~4,000) today. ~4,200 remaining records will have to be 

done manually. Possibly able to search OCLC numbers of print records in online format in hope  to find new 

776s added to records. Unsure what the workload will be exactly but will meet regularly to assess. 

 Cataloging workload more generally: working from home does mean some delays with everyone 

working on laptops and added SILS load. Please send access concerns to CDL helpline, they can triage issues to 

save cataloger time. 

 

Other 

 

 RLF Planning Group: proposal to be incorporated into Phase 4 sent to governance, received feedback 

to discuss and try to move forward 

 RDA lab series: how much time are people spending? 

  

 

 

 


